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Sabre Ball Bearing Heavy
Duty Hinge - Satin Stainless
Steel - 100x100x3mm
SKU SAB-H10000HD-SSS

MPNSAB-H10000HD-SSS

DESCRIPTION

Sabre 100 x 100mm Ball Bearing Heavy Duty Hinge Satin Stainless Steel

There are occasions where standard hinges just don't get the job done. Sure, most are less expensive but over time the labour cost to keep
replacing them soon adds up. Investing in quality products during the first installation is often overlooked or there hasn't been an option available,
until now. The dual branded ECO/Sabre heavy duty hinges are now an option, rather than using expensive and difficult to install pivot systems. The
patented concealed ball bearing technology now allows hinges to be used on heavy high frequency use doors. All hinges come with Australian
standard hinge patterns so they can be used on commercial metal frames such as fire doors.

Suitable for timber and metal frames
3mm frame prep required
8x 10g x 35mm timber and 4x M5 x 12mm undercut metal screws
100mm W x 100mm H

Patented Concealed Ball Bearing Unit

The ball bearing works in all direction (radial/axial) and ensures a well balanced door
Ball bearing perfectly embedded in the hinge unit

One Compact Unit

Strong stainless steel unit around the bearing with a thickness of 8mm (top/bottom) and 2mm (side)
Design provides extra security and avoids the hinge being pried open
No risk that the cover cap drops and the pin falls out after low to medium usage
No misalignment of components after usage (e.g. hinge bearings or pin used in regular butt hinges)

Seamless Hinge Design

Elegant, minimalistic and clean design

Self-Lubricating Bearing (Grease and Oil-Free)

No grease leakage
No dirt on the doors
Maintenance free
1 million cycle tested (e.g. 100 openings/day > 27 years)

SPECIFICATION
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MPN SAB-H10000HD-SSS
Brand Sabre
Product Width 100mm
Hinge Thickness 3.0mm
Product Finish or Colour Satin Stainless Steel (SSS)
Product Material 304 Stainless Steel
Includes Fixing Screws Yes
Fire Tested Yes
Hinge Bearing Type Ball Bearing
Fixed / Loose Pin Fixed
Product Warranty 10 Years
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